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Pre-Qualification Virtual Meeting – December 2, 2021 

 

Pre-Qualifications Virtual Meeting  

Question & Answer 

December 2, 2021 
 

Q: How do you best see a successful applicant interact with Town Community?  Would that be 

one on one, face to face or virtually? 

A: Currently the Town is holding in person meetings.  However, we are open to facilitating 

meetings/presentations in any way to help create buy in into the final proposal and help move the 

project forward.  If incorporating a community engagement plan, it is important to have it be 

well rounded by including not only year-round and seasonal residents but boaters and fisherman 

as well.  We are open to having ideas put out there to get responses that help up move forward.  

 

Q: How current is the community input referenced in the addendum? 

A: The input was obtained within the last year and primarily was just for the properties to the 

south of the marina.  There wasn’t a lot of input asked for the marina or property to the 

northwest. Moving forward we would like to receive more input from the marina stake holders.  

 

Q: Is the Town open to having renderings presented in a variety of manners (i.e., online 

applications, social media, website, in person)? 

A: Yes.  

 

Q: Is there any concerns about having local match dollars to come in with the grant funds?  Is 

there local funding for this work? 

A: Yes. Currently almost 1.1 million private dollars have been pledged, through a separate 

committee not affiliated with the Town of Baileys Harbor, to the purchasing and development of 

the two parcels to the South of the marina. $600,000.00 goes to the purchase with $500,000.00 

going to the development.  These pledges will take place over the next 5 years.  Obviously, it 

will also come down to the final dollar amount and what the taxpayers of Baileys Harbor are 

willing to put towards it.  
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Q: Has there been any discussion amongst the Town Board about the Public Trust Doctrine and 

any associated restrictions on waterfront development?  

A: No.  

 

Q: Has a project budget been established at this time?  

A: No, we do not have a specific budget in mind. We are looking for what is ideal and how we 

may be able to tackle this project in phases, potentially over the next few years. Ultimately we 

are looking for a comprehensive plan that we can look towards and complete. Initially the Ad-

Hoc Committee was formed to only deal with “what’s next” for the properties to the south of the 

marina. It soon became clear that it would make sense to have the marina and the property to the 

northwest, become a part of this process to make everything is contiguous.   

 

Q: Will there be flexibility within the timeline to allow for granting opportunities? 

A: Yes, although there is some pressure to create open space on the two parcels south of the 

marina.  The priority should be to remove the buildings to create a view without slowing down 

later development. 

 

Q: Does the Town have any thoughts as to what they would like to see for end product 

renderings? 

A: 2D renderings would be sufficient as to not add additional costs.  

 

Q: What is the number one item you would like to see addressed? 

A: We would like to make our downtown cohesive, while making sure the Town maintains its 

historic value and timeless feel.  To see the lake integrated with the Community as opposed to 

separated from it.  To also find a way to maximize the functionality of the marina and the two 

parcels to the south to properly complement each other and provide access to the water.  

 

Q: Is there an established timeline for the RFP and plan process?  

A: There currently isn’t a timeline set for the RFP and planning process.  The goal is to make a 

recommendation to the Town Board to approve the RFP and begin Phase Two in early January, 

with a final decision being made the end of the first quarter of 2022.    
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Q:  Who currently operates and maintains the marina? 

A: The Town of Baileys Harbor 

 

Q: How does the Town currently support the operation and maintenance of the marina and 

different open space park areas? 

A: It is all taxed based with included marina fees (launching and slip rental fees).  

 

Q: Are there any current public improvements scheduled for the marina? If so, what is the 

timeframe for that work.  

A: Yes.  Our Town Engineer is currently working on estimates to repair and replace the wood 

cribbing along launch 1, the gas wall, and the north break wall.  We are hoping to have the cost 

estimates by the Spring of 2022. 

 

Q: Besides the crib work to be completed by the Town, is there any other public or private 

development proposed along the waterfront (outside the proposed boundaries)? 

A: There is no other Town waterfront development happening at this time.  The Town is also not 

aware of any other private waterfront development.   

 

Q: In regards to the RFQ Submittals, would it be possible to provide team member resumes and 

project cut sheets as an appendix or would you like everything to be within the 30 page limit? 

A: Everything should be contained within the 30-page limit.  

 

Q: What is your vision for the Town? 

A: We see success as something that has generational impact, that doesn’t require a large amount 

of dollars being invested annually in the upkeep and maintenance, and something that is timeless. 

We would like something that complements the existing character and architecture of the Town, 

provides access to the lakefront, and something that keeps the small-town magic of Baileys 

Harbor.  

 

Q: How does the Town feel about the work done by the University of Wisconsin Extension: 2015 

Baileys Harbor Wisconsin Design Team, Summary Report? 

A: At this point there is a consensus that less is more in terms of that.  The report was looking at 

the entire picture of the community as where this project is focusing on specific areas.  
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Q:  Is the Town looking for a more creative team who thinks outside of the box or more of a 

technical team who focuses on constraints? 

A: We are open to both. As long as the team fits into the deliverables the Town is asking for.  

We are looking for all creative possibilities.  

 

Q: Would you like your consultant to look a little further into Kendall Park and the Town Hall to 

think of how all of these would relate to each other? 

A: Yes. Although there is a current initiative, approved by the Town Board, to move forward 

with raising $500,000 for a new playground.  

 

Q: Is it a given that the buildings on the properties to the south of the marina are to be removed? 

A: Yes.  

 

Q: How much emphasis should be placed on silent recreation?  

A: It is desired for more people to have access to the water but not in a way that becomes 

overwhelming.  We do not want to see the open space that is gained to be lost to another 

population of the community. 

 

Q: Do you see the properties to the south of the marina being used by both locals and tourists?  

Should there be an emphasis one or the other?  

A: It of course must embrace the tourism that’s here, but if there is an emphasis, it’s to the local.  

There needs to be something that educates the tourists about the locals and why this place is 

being maintained the way it is.  

 

Q: Regarding the Conceptual site plans, what would be most helpful?  Minimalist, conceptual, 

visionary etc. 

A: We don’t want to limit the “vision” but would like to see something that can easily captivate 

the public.  

 

Q: Is there a specific number of conceptual site plan alternatives you would like to see?  

A: No more than three.   
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Q: Is the Ad-Hoc Committee we are meeting with today, the final selection Committee? 

A: As an Ad-Hoc Committee, we will make a recommendation to the Town Board for their final 

approval.  

 

Q: What do you envision the public space represents for the community of baileys harbor in 10 

years?  

A: A charming small Town with a beautiful park on the water and a marina that has maintained 

its timeless feel.   

 

Q: The WisDOT is planning on resurfacing STH 57.  How do you see this project and the DOT 

project stitching together?  

A: The WisDOT resurfacing project is scheduled to start as early and 2023 or as late as 2028.  At 

this time, we do not see that it will be impacting the “Re-imagine Our Waterfront” project.  

 

Q: In the Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation Plan it references that Baileys Harbor is the most 

biologically diverse town in Wisconsin.  In your opinion how does this park connect to that ideal 

of the most biologically diverse town in Wisconsin? 

A: The properties to the south of the marina are also located next to the Ridges Sanctuary.  

Having a park that not only shows people what the lakefront looks like but connect it to the rest 

of the ecosystem that has been protected for the longest amount of time in the State of Wisconsin 

is really critical.  Whether that’s through the landscape itself or educational signage. 

 

Q:  Has the Town ever looked into municipal crowd funding to help fund portions of this 

project?  

A: No, but we are open to all funding opportunities.  

 

Q:  Is the Town Currently working on any granting opportunities?  

A: No. We are looking for a firm to identify and help facilitate granting opportunities. 
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Q: How much of this project are you expecting to be water based vs. land based.  

A: The marina facilities should be looked at as well as potentially providing a silent sport launch.  

Waterfront access should also be a priority. 

 

Q: What is the current structure at the marina?  

A: The building houses the marina office, a fish cleaning station, public bathrooms, and private 

bathrooms and showers for slip holders. Above the office is an observation deck.  

Q: Would you like the marina parking lot to be expanded into the adjacent parcels? 

A: We are open to seeing what the parking lot becomes once the buildings are removed.  

Currently there is no trailer parking available at the marina.  It is the goal to maintain as much 

greenspace as possible.  

 

Q: In peak season, what is the daily transient boater numbers? 

A: We are not able to provide exact numbers at this time, but for about a month to six weeks 

there is pretty heavy traffic in the marina.  This is due in part to the type of fishing available in 

Lake Michigan and fishing tournaments that are held.  There is also a constant flow of locals 

who utilize the marina.  

 

Q: Has there been any studies done on the properties to the south of the marina to identify any 

contaminants? 

A:  Yes.  The Town has done a Phase I Environmental Site Assessment and Property Inspection.  

Both of these documents can be here.  

 

Q: The committee used several keywords to describe goals for developing the waterfront: 

simple, natural, inviting, comfortable, low-maintenance, complementary, accessible, ect..  These 

keyworks and many of the potential use ideas from community input center on developing as 

public space.  Has the committee, Town staff, or community expressed a desire for developing 

the newly acquired properties as anything else? Residential? Affordable housing?  Commercial? 

A: No.  

 

 

  

 

https://baileysharborwi.org/request-for-qualifications/

